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May the coming year be a year of wise decisions, may a winning mentality prevail, may 
Slovenia become better-known to the world, may there be enough of everything for 
everyone. These are the ambitious goals of the successful young companies about 
which we report in this issue. Young Slovenes  are boldly reducing the gap that existed 
with economically more developed markets. a supportive environment has developed, 
a lot is going on, and a lot is being said about new business opportunities. Much is being 
started anew – all with the aim of becoming a nation with a winning mentality. Young 
people in Slovenia no longer expect to receive the things that the preceding generation 
expected from the state. They are well aware that to a great extent they have to provide 
for themselves, and that a better tomorrow above all requires optimism. They have to get 
past the “déjà vus” and think: we must, we can, we shall – and act to break down barriers.

We are heading towards the holidays. Holidays have been celebrated as long as man has 
existed. during holidays we enter the sphere of the stage, something which lies above 
the mundane, above laws, time and space. once upon a time holidays were a time when 
families truly celebrated each other, friends arrived and the day was filled with joyous 
celebration. We asked ethnologist and cultural anthropologist alenka Stražišar Lamovšek 
about the deeper meaning of holidays, the meaning of ancient holiday rituals and the 
magic that happens when an ordinary day becomes a holiday.  

and since memories of the holidays are stirred by smells and tastes, we asked the owners 
of the well-known Kobarid restaurant Hiša Franko about holiday dishes: “Foreigners who 
come from far away would not be interested if we served something global. We serve local 
specialities such as štruklji, curds and potatoes made according to the old recipes, as they 
were once prepared by herdsmen, and cheese, cheese soup, vegetables such as chard, 
green beans and “frika” omelettes – dishes made from potatoes and cheese. These are our 
best-known local dishes. in thus way we are adapting the tradition to modern times. a little 
bit of attentiveness keeps us alive, such as how every family around here has a stove, which 
cooks, dries... and heats their home.” 
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in your hands, on your computers and tablets.

New focus. New look. Enjoy it.

Share with us: sinfomagazine.ukom@gov.si
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A NEW CAN-DO 
GENERATION IN SLOVENIA

 
Young people in Slovenia no longer 

expect to receive the things that the 
preceding generation expected from the 
state. They are well aware that to a great extent 
they have to provide for themselves, and 
that a better tomorrow above all requires 
optimism. They are ready to break down 

barriers, with the motto: we must, 
we can, we shall.



Looking for more independence and 
becoming more  enterprising   How are they coping, what do they want, and what do they do well?  

What is it like being young today in Slovenia? We hear frequently that 
the world rests on young people, but the conditions that Slovenian 
youth face today are not in fact always favourable. They are all trying in 
their own way, and despite the crisis, many are writing their own success 
stories. a lot of them maintain that despite the “hard times” it is still nice 
to live in Slovenia. No generation before them has had the sheer number 
of opportunities being offered to young people today by a world that 
is increasingly small thanks to the internet. Every day thousands of new 
ideas, opportunities and challenges are within reach. “We have the world 
in the palm of our hand, we just need to seize the opportunity, tackle the 
challenge and start fulfilling our own ideas,” they say.

VESNa ŽarKoVič
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Slovenian youth

It’S great tO be a SLOveNIaN StUDeNt 

The majority of young people are certain that education in Slovenia is very good. Especially the 
fact that it is free of charge.    

In this way everyone has the same opportunity to gain an edu-
cation, and Slovenia is one of those rare countries that offers a 
broad range of possibilities for education in all areas. It’s great 
to be a Slovenian student, they maintain.

They complain only that they would like to have more practical work in their studies, since in this 
way young people could more easily integrate into the jobs market after graduating.

The majority also agree that being young is in itself harder than it used to be or than it was a few 
years ago. Many things have changed, they point out, it is harder to get work or a job, and one 
universal problem is that they do not get the job for which they are educated. They are certain than 
their parents had a much easier time getting jobs and affordable housing, while today things are 
very different and a lot harder. on the other hand they still see a lot of possibilities today that have 
opened up with the internet and technology. They are certain that young people today know how 
to enjoy themselves, although the social networks mean that they socialise less than they used 
to – but they are trying to change this. 

SImpLIFICatION –  at aLL LeveLS

in the majority opinion, nowadays the youth has a double advantage in entrepreneurial waters; 
there is much less of the “this is the way we have always done it” mentality and much more “do 
what’s right first, and ask for forgiveness later” mentality – in other words, audacity. With this qual-
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ity, Slovenians have been quickly catching up with more advanced 
entrepreneurial markets. a support environment has developed, a 
lot is happening, we are talking about new business opportunities 
and many things have been started anew. it is said that a proper 
business idea is like love; in principle, we seek it, but it almost always 
happens on its own. in addition to the knowledge that innovation-
oriented young people have, they also have to take risks. You cannot 
succeed without trying, they maintain.  Success won’t come with the 
first attempt, nor with the second. it might not even happen on the 
fifth attempt but might come on the sixth or the seventh.  “With such 
a belief we will undoubtedly grow into a nation with a winning men-
tality, which means that on our route to those successes we are also 
ready to overcome setbacks.” 

In Slovenia, young people no longer expect 
from the state what the generation before 
them expected. They are well aware that, 
to a great extent, they have to take care of 
themselves and need to be optimistic to 
achieve a better tomorrow. 
  

“To move beyond the “déjà vu” and start an action plan. We are able, 
we can, we will! and this leads to movement that breaks down bar-
riers.

LaSt year 3,342 yOUNg peOpLe mOveD away FrOm SLOve-
NIa

This compares to 3,392 in the previous year. in 2013 a total of 14.6 
percent of young people had university-level education, 54.9 per-
cent had secondary professional or secondary general education, 
and 29 percent had primary education; the remaining young people 
(1.5 percent in total) had lower vocational education, incomplete 
primary education or no education. The unemployment rate among 
young people in 2013 averaged 19.1 percent. This puts Slovenia 
above the average for the European Union Member States, which 
stands at 18.5 percent.

mOSt empLOyeD IN the prIvate SeCtOr

The great majority of young employed persons in Slovenia were 
working last year in the private sector (78.2 percent), and this has Photo: M

ostphotos

not changed in any significant way since 2005. From 2007 to 2013 
inclusive there was a trend of growing self-employment by young 
persons (from 4 percent in 2007 and 6.4 percent in 2010 to 7.9 per-
cent in 2013). For the most part these were independent entrepre-
neurs, lawyers, researchers and priests. The largest group of young 
people were employed last year in manufacturing (23,666 persons), 
retailing, maintenance and repair of motor vehicles (15,981) and re-
tail excluding motor vehicles (8,883). The smallest number of active 
young people were employed in fishing and aquaculture (20) and in 
sewage management (28).

Use of information and communication technology (iCT) is very 
widespread among young people, with 89.7 percent using a com-
puter every day in the first quarter of 2013, while the same percent-
age of young people used the internet every day, and 83.6 percent 
of young people were involved in web and social networks. it is in-
teresting to note that 70.1 percent of young people used the inter-
net from a mobile device and 32 percent from a laptop or tablet.

aND what DO SLOveNIaN yOUth DO IN theIr Free tIme? 

Slovenian youth spend some of their free time on student work and 
other ways of improving their economic position; they also like to 
spend it listening to music, meeting friends, on sporting activities 
and watching films, computer browsing, watching television, shop-
ping or visiting their family. Most of all, Slovenian youth like to so-
cialise with their friends. in Slovenia, in connection with these ac-
tivities, there are differences in gender, level of education and urban 
or rural living, since older and more educated Slovenian youth like 
to read more, women more than men and urban people more than 
rural people. 

NICe appearaNCe IS ONe OF the ObjeCtIveS 

and what are the objectives for the future? Eighty-two percent of 
Slovenian youth desire a successful career, 81 percent independence 
and to finish their studies and 78 percent to have a nice appearance. 
if poor economic circumstances stand in the way of the first three 
objectives, young enterprising Slovenians are obviously finding a 
solution to the fourth, since 89 percent of them are satisfied with 
their looks. 

We put young people and their stories in a focus of this issue.
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international Genetically enGineered Machine 

gold medal For 
Slovenian Students 
Source and Photo: STa

a team of eight students from seven Slovenian gymnasiums won a gold medal at the 
prestigious iGEM (international Genetically Engineered Machine) synthetic biology com-
petition in Boston. They competed in the high school category with 35 other teams from 
all over the world and were ranked among the top five teams. Mentored by the Slovenian 
National institute of Chemistry and the Faculty of Chemistry and Chemical Technology 
(University of Ljubljana), the students explored ways to produce liquid fuel from waste.
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Apart from being awarded the gold medal, the 
Slovenian students were also nominated for 
best presentation, best website and best com-
munication with the public and for their work 
in the area of promoting synthetic biology and 
their project at various events and schools. 

They presented their idea of how to induce genetic modification of the cells 
of E. coli bacteria in such a way that they would be able to convert organic 
acid formed as a by-product of fermentation to butanol fuel. To this end, 
they simultaneously developed an appropriate system of bioreactors, offer-
ing optimised conditions for the production of biobutanol.

The students combined their work with a project run by the Laboratory for 
Environmental Sciences and Engineering at the National institute of Chem-
istry, in which biohydrogen is produced from organic waste using the an-
aerobic biodegradation process.

The team won the competition judges over with the comprehensiveness of 
the project and the quality of the research work, which in several areas was 
deemed by the judging committee to exceed secondary school level.

The project has applicability for decades to come, so the National institute of 
Chemistry is already proceeding with research work in this area. as is now a 
tradition, the iGEM was organised by the iGEM Foundation, a spin-off of one 
the most important research institutions in the world, the MiT. This year, the 
iGEM event took place from 24 to 28 September and was attended by 280 
teams from all over the world.
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olaf Scooter

Kick-scooter, suitcase and trolley 
all in one

daNiLa GoLoB
Photo: JaNEZ MaroLT

The designer and the owner of the folding mechanism patent is dr 
Boštjan Žagar. The two olaf Scooter models developed represent 
an advanced transportation system for adults offering urban sus-
tainable mobility. it suits people who want to cover short distances 
which are slightly too long and time-consuming to walk normally. 

The product was designed, developed and produced in Slovenia. 
Unlike other similar products on the market, the Slovenian team 
increased the carrying capacity, reduced the weight and increased 
the practicality of the product.  

after two years in development, a campaign to fund production of the revolutionary new 
olaf Scooter was launched on the Kickstarter crowdfunding web platform in September last 
year. More than two hundred users contributed funds and the  target of 30,000 US dollars 
was exceeded by more than a half. 

When the Kickstarter campaign was 
launched, the Olaf scooter was prob-
ably the most advanced and well-crafted 
scooter on the market in terms of engi-
neering.
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mOre thaN a tOy

The olaf Business model, which is primarily intended for business people, 
comprises three elements in one, i.e. a kick-scooter, suitcase and trolley. it 
can be used as a carry-on suitcase on wheels and with a few simple moves, it 
changes into a kick-scooter with in-built suitcase. The Slovenian designers are 
particularly proud of the impressive system for taking bends at a angle, which 
users can adjust to their own wishes.

The olaf Urban model – kick-scooter, backpack, trolley and longboard in one 
– is a complete “city cruiser” which according to the olaf team offers a gentle 
ride that leaves a strong impression on the most demanding scooter rider. it is 
a real city kick-scooter that demonstrates an urban sustainable mobility solu-
tion. 

Both models of olaf scooter are intended for men and women of all ages and 
both carry loads heavier than 100 kilograms. The olaf Business model has di-
mensions of 55 x 34 x 23 centimetres while the olaf Urban measures 80 x 29 x 
20 centimetres. The first one weighs 4.3 kilograms and has a luggage capacity 
of 35 litres and the second one weighs 3.5 kilograms and has a capacity of 26 
litres.

New IDeaS

olaf scooters are currently sold exclusively online. 

“Buyers come from all over the world and from all 
possible backgrounds and professions, and they 
all share and spread our excitement over urban 
mobility,” point out the members of this creative 
team where there is no lack of new ideas.

They are also planning to further develop the olaf product. They sometimes 
deal with the issue of having too many new ideas. olaf scooters have been 
developed in cooperation with buyers whose views and suggestions are tak-
en into consideration. “in particular, we listen to what they are still missing in 
our kick scooters. We have just brought out new bags and shopping baskets, 
which open another new array of uses for the olaf scooters,” say the enthu-
siastic creators. The design team say that they prepared the project for the 
Kickstarter campaign as best they could. However, they are confident, based 
on the experience gained with this project, that they would do it even better 
if they started over again.

olaf Business model - a kick-scooter, trolley 
and carry-on bag in one.
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BrandS of friendS

an Original Cooperation in 
marketing Slovenian products 

PoLoNa PrEšErEN
Photo: BraNdS oF FriENdS’ arCHiVE

When a few friends, each representing their own 
brand, joined their forces, Brands of Friends was 
born. it’s like a store, but not just a regular store. it 
brings together design and industry in a way which has 
never been done before in Slovenia.



First members were the Wood Stock company and the desna 
hemisfera design studio. They joined forces to open a business in 
the centre of Ljubljana, where new ideas are being born. other 
brands decided to join and a pleasant store was created, where 
friends each put their brand on offer.  

They wanted to offer Slovenian products 
with a special design and quality of man-
ufacture, and a story they could tell to 
the market. And – most importantly – all 
products are made in Slovenia. 
 

in the beginning, the store sold Slovenian products which achieved 
success through the Kickstarter crowd-funding platform, but now 
numerous other products are available as well. 

“We believe this is just the beginning of our entrepreneurial jour-
ney, and we still face various obstacles on a daily basis. in our 
opinion, some of the main problems when starting a business are 
the high monthly operation costs, unfavourable business environ-
ment, general situation regarding loans in the banking sector, and 
the size of the Slovenian market,” said the representatives of Brands 
of Friends.

Brands of Friends is more than a store – it 
includes a design studio and production 
facilities, and offers opportunities to mi-
cro-enterprises that are just starting on 
their entrepreneurial paths. 

it’s a place where ideas can grow and people can exchange their 
ideas and experiences. The owners are aware that all beginnings 
are tough, and the question of whether you will make it or not 
holds everyone back. However, to everyone who thinks of becom-
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Wooden glasses of the young design group Wood
stock for french basketball player tony parker

Slovenia, the host country of Eurobasket 2013, presented 
French basketball star Tony Parker with wooden glasses 
manufactured especially for him by the young design group 
Wood Stock.

on behalf of Slovenia, Parker was handed the glasses by rašo 
Nesterović, a Slovenian basketball player and Parker’s former 
team-mate. The glasses are a unique recycled product made 
of old wood. Wood is a magnificent natural asset of Slovenia 
and traditionally present in almost every Slovenian home. 
This led to the idea of a present that links the tradition and 
modernity in the spirit of the i feel Slovenia national brand, 
and reflects Slovenia’s boutique character and handicrafts. 

ing an entrepreneur they give advice to build a team because they 
will not be able to do everything by themselves. 

For now, they cannot say what they would have done differently. 
They told me that maybe i should ask this in five years. Until then, 
their message to everyone, whether young or old, who is at the 
start of their business path is to believe in their idea, harmonise 
their goals and keep in mind that success does not come over-
night. it takes a significant amount of work.

What are Brands of Friends’ plans for the future? “To become a rec-
ognized brand of high-quality and well-designed local products. 
For now, we are focused on the Slovenian products, but in the fu-
ture we might expand to some of the foreign markets.” They hope 
their store in Ljubljana is the first in a line of stores that will support 
local micro-industries. The Brands of Friends store is a long-term 
project, which also has an online store. 
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WoodWay

where wood and fashion meet

daNiLa GoLoB
Photo: WoodWaY arCHiVES

in december 2013 they opened an online shop with wooden watches, and 
as demand increased they decided to open their own real shop. opened in 
april 2014 in radovljica, it, became a great hit. They were aware that wooden 
watches are not a sufficient product range for an entire shop, so they added 
in their offer other brands and products. in this way WoodWay was created. 
it brings together in one place the best producers of eco wooden products 
from Slovenia and abroad, while at the same time it creates its own trade-
mark.

Wooden watches, glasses, rings, chains, bow ties, cuff links, wallets, bracelets, 
cigar or spectacle cases; various products made of cork such as handbags, 
wallets, jewellery – WoodWay is all these and even more: “WoodWay is a way 
of thinking, which is very simple and, at the same time, a unique novelty not 
just in Slovenia but also in foreign markets. it emerged as a response to an 
increasing awareness of the usefulness of products made from natural ma-
terials and the need to maintain a sustainable environment,” says anja Marić, 
adding that in WoodWay wood and fashion meet at a higher level, and their 
products reflect concern for nature and responsible wood management.

NatUraL aND UNIqUe

in their story they turn back to nature and through this they have approached 
customers and won them over. What do customers particularly like? “dur-
ing the summer months they were mostly buying wooden sunglasses and 
watches, which are, however, attractive throughout the year. our product 
range also includes wooden corrective glasses – interest in them has been 
markedly increasing. 

The story of WoodWay, a boutique offering unique 
wooden fashion accessories, started when a young Slo-
venian couple on a trip to Stockholm by a lucky coinci-
dence saw wooden watches. anja and alen Marić were 
both overwhelmed by the idea, and they realised that 
they wanted to develop it into something completely 
new and unique. 
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Recently, we have noticed that people’s awareness of natural and 
eco products has grown, since our customers are increasingly 
buying various cork products, in particular handbags and wal-
lets. 

and what out of the great variety of products does anja Marić prefer to wear? “i mostly carry a cork 
handbag, wooden watch and complement my style with a piece of wooden jewellery – so that i 
always have a piece of nature with me,” says the successful entrepreneur.

in addition to their own brand they also offer products of four Slovenian designers, in this way pro-
viding an opportunity for local designers of wooden fashion accessories. Most boldly coloured and 
reminiscent of summer is the TakQsi jewellery; the Kvičke Kvačke jewellery is fascinating and re-
fined; all the magic and beauty of wood are expressed in the Lesem and Kosmač collection, while 
the WoodWay jewellery is plain yet elegant. They plan to expand their range with wooden home 
accessories – WoodWay Home. in their shops, they would like to bring together the best makers 
of wooden products for the home. “at WoodWay, we are working hard and keep looking for new 
producers and new ideas to enrich our product range,” says Ms Marić.

wOODway expaNDINg

Within a year, the successful entrepreneurs expanded their business from one to six shops in Slove-
nia. in May 2015 they also opened a shop in Umag, Croatia and another one in the danish capital 
Copenhagen.  

“Our objective is to be present in every large city in the world. So 
we plan to expand to Singapore, London, Zagreb and Belgrade.” 

“Currently, we are investing our efforts in these locations and, at the same time, looking for new op-
portunities and new locations.” The first steps abroad proved to be very successful and, as they say, 
mainly owing to the fact that WoodWay offers something different, something that is a complete 
novelty abroad.  

in their very first business year, the Marić couple recorded very good results. For this year, they plan 
a 600-700 percent growth and hope that the following year will be successful as well. “The secret 
to our success lies in constantly seeking new solutions, improvements, and learning from our own 
mistakes and failures, without letting them break us.

We desire, we dare and do not despair. 

We have good ideas and people who believe in us and in our story,” notes Ms Marić. 

iN FoCUS
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The magic of WoodWay fashion accessories 
is created by intertwining design with a 
project that cares for nature and respects it.
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daNiLa Mašić
Photo: PErSoNaL arCHiVES, MoSTPHoToS
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DIy SarabeaUtyCOrNer 

our first example of a successful breakthrough on the Web is Sara 
Mozetič and her boyfriend Tadej. They presently live in oslo, where 
they went on a study exchange. after finishing a degree in econom-
ics, Sara took a job at an insurance company in Bergen, while in her 
free time she and her boyfriend have been busy creating their own 
YouTube channel SaraBeautyCorner. in perfectly produced videos, 
they offer tips on decorating rooms, renovating old clothes, cro-
cheting a hat or a shawl and other useful tips. 

The channel, which has 1.4 million sub-
scribers, is the most popular in Norway; 
its viewership is comparable to that of a 
Norwegian national TV station. 

Credit goes to the excellent editing of the videos, since Tadej is a 
master of film editing, and he earns his living from it. With every 
further video they just try harder; as a result, they often work lon-
ger and more than originally planned.

aDvISemyStyLe  

“if you are planning to go abroad in order to find a job and somehow 
lack the necessary work habits and experience, and if your mom has 
been doing your laundry till now, you’d better stay at home, since 
your new miserable salary will not suffice to buy yourself enough 
handkerchiefs to wipe away your tears,” advises Jure čuk, a Slove-
nian living in London. Jure attracted attention on his Youtube chan-
nel adviseMyStyle, which is now only a hobby. He presents different 
ways of putting on makeup. Currently, he works at Yves Saint Lau-
rent but has professionally dedicated himself to management, since 
he is an economist by profession. He finds classical marketing and 
cosmetics work too routine and quickly gets bored by it.  

The internet today offers many opportunities for personal pre-
sentation, the promotion of ideas, employment and, as a result, 
earning money. Here are examples of three young Slovenians who 
have succeeded. 

Sara Mozetič

Jure Čuk

MakinG the MoSt of the WeB
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This year he was nominated one of the top 
five makeup artists in the UK and victory was 
just one competition away.  

He is also a member of the Elite MUa team at Yves Saint Laurent. due to 
the constant travel, he finds the life of a makeup artist too tense; for this 
reason he is considering slowing down his lifestyle. 

SLOveNIa ON the web 

Twenty-two years ago Slovenia entered the World Wide Web with a web 
server that displayed the first pages in the Slovenian language; this sub-
sequently grew into the Mat’Kurja project. in Slovenia, eight out of ten 
persons are computer literate. data traffic in 3G broadband networks 
and more advanced mobile broadband access networks has increased 
by 9.3% compared with the end of 2014. The number of users of mobile 
broadband access in comparison with the end of last year has increased 
by almost 3%. The use of the internet was somewhat lower mainly 
among older residents, however figures began to show an encourag-
ing increase also for this share of population. 

INtergeNeratIONaL COOperatION 

The increase in the computer literacy of older people may also be due 
to an NGo named Zavod Ypsilon. it is devoted to linking Generation Y 
with other generations. a voluntary project named Symbiosis is dedi-
cated to promoting e-learning skills among older people based on the 
principle of intergenerational cooperation and lifelong learning, which 
was first implemented in 2011.  

In five-day workshops organised free of 
charge all over the country, young volun-
teers taught older people how to work with 
computers and introduced them to the 
world of the Internet, Facebook and mobile 
telephony. 

iN FoCUS
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WE PrESENTEd SLoVENia

The challenge of this year’s EXPo in Milan was 
“Feed the planet”. Slovenia responded with a 
down-to-earth vision of a green, active and 
healthy future, represented by a series of com-
panies and products on display.  Supported 
by the state, Slovenia’s contribution was to be 
found in almost all the top 10 rankings of EXPo 
Milano 2015.

For each of the three promises of the Slovenian 
vision, we present the most successful Slove-
nian entrepreneurs. The green promise was 
fulfilled by the companies LoTrič Metroslovje 
and duol, the active promise by Varis Lendava 
d.d., and the health promise by LiNa design.

iN FoCUS

feed the Planet 

NaTaša BUšLJETa
Photo: STa

Slovenia among  top 10 
at expO milano 2015

We all know World Expositions 
because the Eiffel Tower in Paris, 
built for the World Exposition 
of 1889, was a symbol of the 
industrial age, and a bold 
demonstration of the heights of 
knowledge and engineering skills 
achieved by man in the late 19th 
century. World Expos are therefore 
a challenge to present our vision 
of the future rather than current 
achievements. 
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SUStaINabLe LOCaL FOOD prODUCtION

Joining the core theme of EXPo Milano 2015, LoTrič Meroslovje 
presented its innovative EXaCTUM® Greenhouse, a smart system 
involving the automatic control of environmental conditions that 
enables monitoring of temperature, humidity, pressure, light in-
tensity, Co2 concentrations and other measurable parameters. 
The company duol upgraded this story with the presentation of its 
Greendome greenhouse, which, following various measurements, 
may be adapted to any environment in which it is placed. 

Greenhouses are made with the aim of rec-
reating perfect environmental conditions. 

Until now, such conditions have been controlled by manpower en-
suring that the plants are always optimally grown, watered, have 
enough nitrogen, Co2 and light. However, development has now 
made it possible for the environmental conditions to be controlled 
by technology; the role of the human factor is reduced to a mini-
mum and monitoring and communication are carried out by sen-
sors and software in the background. in the future we will no longer 
have to worry whether the sun is too strong for our plants because 
the EXaCTUM® system will immediately alert us to any change in 
temperature or light, for example. 

The Greendome greenhouses are inflatable and do not require 
metal or wooden structures, so they can provide more natural light 
to plants. another advantage of Greendome greenhouses is their 
optimal air circulation that increases the photosynthesis process 
and reduces the incidence of disease in plants. The plants are thus 
healthy and strong enough to require no additional spraying with 
insecticides, pesticides, fungicides and herbicides. The third and 
key advantage of the Greendome greenhouses is their adaptabil-
ity to all weather conditions, thus providing sustainable local food 
production. This not only reduces transport costs, but also harmful 
emissions, and food production is also more stable and less depen-
dent on weather conditions, which ultimately has an effect on the 
whole economy and human health.

GreenDome
Innovative greenhouse system

GreenDome    Innovative greenhouse system from Duol

what are the impressions of the two companies after the 
presentation?

marko Lotrič,  director of LoTrič Metrology: “The response to 
the presentation was way beyond our expectations. at the EXPo, 
our company performed measurements in the pavilions of seven 
countries – Slovenia, austria, Chile, Malaysia, Morocco, Serbia and 
Switzerland, thus symbolically measuring the level of comfort in 
the living environment of these seven countries. at the event we 
were provided with ample support by the Slovenian organiser 
team from SPiriT agency, who helped us meet with potential buy-
ers, resulting in product inquiries and negotiations. We received an 
order for the installation of the EXaCTUM® system in a factory in 
Mexico and concluded an agreement for sales representation of 
our metrology solutions in the GCC region (the arab states of the 
Persian Gulf ). We view EXPo Milano 2015 as an important contri-
bution to the internationalisation of Slovenia and an outstanding 
achievement for the country and partners involved.”

Dušan Olaj,  director of duol: “EXPo Milano 2015 has been appro-
priately understood as a hub of global contacts, as it brings togeth-
er almost the whole world. We therefore chose the EXPo – about 
a year before it opened – as the venue for the global promotion of 
our new product, the Greendome. We applied our knowledge and 
experience in the development of balloon halls for sports to agri-
culture and developed a globally competitive product. in the last 
six months we have spent more than 90 working days at the EXPo 
and held over 200 meetings. 

The peak of our promotion was the spon-
sorship of the World Congress of agrono-
mists in September, where we had an op-
portunity to present ourselves to over 600 
agronomists from all over the world. This 
resulted in over 100 contacts at the high-
est levels (agriculture ministers and/or se-
nior government officials of the countries 
around the world).  

We have received inquiries and concluded contracts as a direct 
consequence of our activities and presence at EXPo Milano 2015. 
in terms of marketing, we covered the whole world in Milan, so 
our savings with regard to advertising and the promotion of our 
Greendome amount to over EUr 100,000. it would cost at least 
that amount to travel around the world for international promo-
tional purposes, not to mention the time required for such an effort 
(from 1.5 to 2 years). The investment in the event has already paid 
off a few times over. We particularly want to commend the Slove-
nian pavilion team and especially its business centre and manage-
ment. Without them our work would have been considerably more 
difficult. They were very helpful in establishing business contacts, 
whether for ordinary meetings and the organised B2B platforms, or 
as regards their invaluable mediation in establishing contacts with 
other pavilions.”

The company, which specialises in metrology, is present in 26 countries with its 
internationally recognised LoTrič Metrology certificates, it conducts business 
with more than 10,000 customers and is also known for its advanced solutions and 
innovations in the field of metrology. 

EXaCTUM® has been developed not only for use in greenhouses, but also for use 
in many other areas: pharmaceuticals, the automotive industry, medicine, food, 
storage, distribution, laboratories, museums, etc. 

on a global scale, duol is one of the leading companies in the field of pressostatic halls and develops its own 
project solutions. With more than 1,200 indoor facilities around the world and 20 years of experience, with 
certified quality and many innovations, the company sets global standards for the further development of 
inflatable halls. its knowledge and experience in the development of balloon halls for sport was applied to 
agriculture, and thus the Greendome greenhouse came to fruition. 

The Green Vision
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the SKy IS the LImIt

at the EXPo in august, a skate park was set up in front of the Slo-
venian pavilion. Such a skate park may be set up anywhere, in ac-
cordance with the desires and requirements of the customers of 
the company Varis from Lendava. 

in the skate park, skating tricks were performed by a type of guest 
whom we do not often see on a skateboard, a roman Catholic 
priest, Zoltan Lendvai. and yes, he was wearing a cassock as pre-
scribed by the roman Catholic Church. He had turned to the Varis 
company in 2011 with the desire to enable young people to enjoy 
a quality and healthy leisure time activity, and arranged that a skate 
park be set up in his parish. The Varis company and the priest have 
stayed in touch ever since, and so the EXPo in Milan was also vis-
ited by a very special guest, the archbishop of Monaco, Bernard 
Barsi, who left the Slovenian pavilion thrilled, just like all the other 
visitors.

The message is clear, we have to strive for an active life and invest in 
it. With a clear goal and strong will we will succeed and thrill others, 
or even inspire them to follow.

Active Vision

the COmpaNy’S expeCtatIONS aFter the preSeNtatION 

Štefan Sobočan, representative of VariS Lendava d.d.: “We have 
set three key objectives for our company: strengthening the visibil-
ity of the VariS brand, presenting our new PUMP TraCK product 
and the eco MEMorY radiator, which is a rEd doT award winner, 
and establishing contacts with distant countries. all these goals 
have been achieved.

The artistic impression was fantastic be-
cause we had an unlikely promoter – a 
Roman Catholic priest. His show, with the 
Slovenian pavilion in the background, was 
broadcast by 26 television stations.  

i also have to commend the pavilion’s co-operative and flexible 
team and their support in the preparation and implementation of 
events. i am confident that we will soon get an order as a result. in 
this way, the invested money will pay off several times over.”

Varis is a company with 40 years of experience in the design and manufacturing of concrete sanitary cells, 
radiators, concrete skate parks and concrete pump tracks. The company is present in every European country, 
in australia, Qatar, and many more. Varis has also built 270 skate parks throughout Europe. a new product 
being offered by the company is a pump track – a looping track, suitable for learning biking skills, including 
by children over three years of age. The Varis company’s modular systems can be set up anywhere and can be 
adapted to the desires and requirements of clients. 

Varis is also the recipient of the world-famous “WiNNEr 2015” rEd doT award in the heating category for the 
design of its MEMorY radiator.
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LINa DeSIgN

The LiNa design furniture company also viewed EXPo Milano 2015 as a business opportunity. They stayed at 
the EXPo for six months, although initially they had only planned a one-time presentation event at the Slove-
nian pavilion. 

The company tried to be as innovative as possible in its presentation, so they prepared a competition regard-
ing the assembly of furniture modules, photos could be taken in the company of fashion models from the 
Bernie Models agency owned by the Slovenian model Bernarda Marovt, and they enlivened the event with 
dance and musical performances. due to the exceptional response, the company, having already furnished 
the Slovenian pavilion, also furnished the pavilions of the European Union, Malta, the joint pavilion on the 
coffee theme (Coffee Cluster), and the pavilions of Corriere della Sera, Confindustria, rigoletto, Coppini arte 
olearia, alessandro rosso and Birra Moretti. in can tell you first-hand that we, as visitors, were extremely grate-
ful to them on this account. 

. A full-day visit to the world Expo can also be very strenuous and taking 
a break on the comfortable and flexible seating elements of LINA Design 
gave us the strength to visit more pavilions.   

bUSINeSS reSULtS aFter the preSeNtatION

Damjan Uršič, director of LiNa design: “From 23 to 26 July, we presented our company at the Slovenian pa-
vilion at EXPo Milano 2015 through an interesting event and a demonstration of the use of multifunctional 
products, enriched with animation, music and dancing. Since our presentation in July, the innovative seats 
of the LiNa brand have become recognisable elements of EXPo Milano 2015. Several pavilions decided to 
liven up their exterior and interior spaces with our seats. at EXPo Milano 2015, the company recorded short, 
medium- and long-term financial effects. Short-term financial effects are recorded in increased sales to final 
customers in terms of the daily demand for products from the visitors to the EXPo. Medium-term financial ef-
fects are recorded in the form of concluding contracts with potential traders, sales agents, and distributors for 
particular countries or regions. at the EXPo, the company also gained a distributor for the UaE and Middle East 
and sold and supplied its products to dealer showrooms in Germany, italy, France and Switzerland. Negotia-
tions with potential sales agents from other countries such as israel and the Falkland islands are also underway. 

Long-term financial effects are recorded in two ways, in the increasing 
global visibility due to the rising reputation of the brand and in the inter-
est of major corporations in cooperation with LINA Design. 

Negotiations on long-term cooperation with an increasing number of corporations, among them Birra Moretti 
and alessandro rosso, have already started. We initiated collaboration with SKY TV and became the official 
furnisher of the “SKY TV upfront event” for 2015/2016, which was held in Milan in September.”

Healthy Vision

LiNa design is a company with 20 years of experience in the field of furniture design for international customers, 
including, among others, Natuzzi and Futura from italy. LiNa design produces multi-functional and aesthetically 
designed modular products of simple shapes and clean lines for indoor and outdoor use. The furniture is made in 
Slovenia in cooperation with Slovenian suppliers. 

The company has received several awards: interior innovation award Winner 2014 and 2015 (Cologne), Universal 
design award 2015 (Munich), Universal Consumer Favourite design 2014 (Munich), design London award – 
awarded at the design Week in London; the latest nomination is for the German design award 2016 (Frankfurt). 
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evGen Ban

the star of the Slovenian 
pavilion at expO milano 2015 

evgen, tell us how you tackled the new challenges in milan?
in 2003, i was knocking on radio and television producers’ doors in 
Milan. a year passed before someone allowed me to step into this 
world and offered me a job. in 2004 i became the host of entertain-
ment shows on the Tele Lombardia and antenna 3 channels. These 
are important local television networks in northern italy. i became 
popular quickly. i performed live up to five times a week. The most 
popular show was the Fiesta in piazza (Square party) – a 7-hour 
music show, live from Milan, every Sunday afternoon and evening, 
watched by millions, from Turin to Trieste.

expO milano is now over and your performances at the Slove-
nian pavilion were unforgettable. what was your experience; 
how did you motivate the audience?

To me, the universal exposition EXPO Mi-
lano 2015 was a unique life experience, 
one of the most wonderful so far. EXPO 
fascinated me and filled me with positive 
energy from the very beginning.  

Slovenia’s presentation at this juncture of various cultures and na-
tions was outstanding, exceeding all expectations – in short, very 
successful. We attracted a large number of visitors. Many have 
watched my Slovenian language lectures, which i offered to people 
queuing in front of the pavilion entrance. i also carried out partici-
patory dance workshops and games with prizes, hosted evening 
parties, directed some business presentations and, of course, i mod-
erated the events organised by Slovenian regions presenting their 
local musicians, dancers, folk dance groups, cooks, etc. at EXPo. But 
ultimately, what persuaded the visitors to join us in our pavilion was 
primarily the heartiness, good will and positivity shown by all Slove-
nian performers during the six-month event.

when we watched you on stage we got the impression that you 
really are multi-talented – from sports to singing and hosting. 
what was your first love? 
i engaged in sports when i was young. i was a basketball player. dur-
ing my first years of TV hosting, i also covered sports.  For Slovenian- 

and italian-language programmes on Koper Television, i reported 
on sports in the italian region bordering Slovenia and on extreme 
sports. However, my first love was music. i was a drummer and singer 
in a Slovenian band in italy. My music story began in my teens. at 
that time, i shared the stage with Tinkara Kovač, who later developed 
into a music star, while i became a television showman for an italian 
local television network. Unfortunately, my professional television 
career was terminated due to a profound crisis that hit the italian 
media. after a decade of a successful television career, i returned to 
my home town of Trieste in 2013, where i continue to live. i hope i will 
continue to be able to make my living in the media for years to come. 
i hope my performance at EXPo will result in cooperation with radio 
and television stations in Slovenia.

you are still active in the Slovenia community in Italy. 
That’s true. i perform every week on radio Trieste, which operates 
within the rai programmes of the Friuli Venezia Julia region in Slo-
venian. i host sports and cultural events and i closely cooperate with 
the association of Slovenian Sports Clubs in italy. The latter organ-
ised the central celebration in Trieste to mark the day of Slovenian 
Culture. i was among the main initiators of a musical theatre show 
that was a great success on 8 February. 

what are the main strengths, weaknesses and challenges you 
are faced with as a bilingual host?
i enjoy searching for and accepting new challenges. i like all lan-
guages, particularly those in which i can express myself and perform. 
apart from Slovenian, i am also fluent in italian, English and Span-
ish. The strength of being multi-lingual is that i can entertain a wide 
range of visitors at various international shows and events. 

My audience is no longer exclusively Slo-
venian or Italian; it is global. 

 The weaknesses of such an activity, however, are associated with the 
risk of becoming satisfied with the quality of my language. Language 
is a living thing. it needs constant improvement, which requires a lot 
of time and effort. Language mistakes that arise from mixing several 
languages can be very common.

Evgen Ban is a Trieste native of Slovene ethnic background. as an entertainer, moderator, 
singer and brief lecturer of Slovenian language, he thrilled visitors to Slovenia’s Pavilion 
at EXPo Milano 2015 with his energy and talent. after graduating from university, he first 
worked for TV Koper and radio Trieste and other media, and later moved to Milan.

PoLoNa PrEšErEN 
Photo: PErSoNaL arCHiVES



Slovenia in london

Slovenia presents its tourist 
attractions 

LiViJa KoVač KoSTaNTiNoVič, NaTaša BUšLJETa
Photo: NiNo VErdNiK, UKoM arCHiVES
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the heaLthIeSt breaKFaSt at the wOrLD traveL mar-
Ket LONDON

Slovenia was present at the World Travel Market (WTM) with a 
152m2 stand at one of the most frequented locations at the ExCel 
fair. WTM London is one of the world’s largest international tourism 
fairs and traditionally takes place during the first week of November. 
Each year, more than 2,000 international media representatives are 
present, and all were invited to probably the healthiest breakfast at 
this year’s WTM: the traditional Slovenian breakfast.

The Slovenian Tourist Board presented the 
basic themes of this year’s presentation at 
the Slovenian stand. These were Ljubljana 
as the European Green Capital 2016 and 
Slovenia as a green, active and healthy 
destination.

This year the Slovenian Tourist Board is celebrating its 20th anniver-
sary, and since the very first year of its operations it has been present 
each year at WTM London. This constant presence on the market, 
increased promotional activity during the year and the perception 
of Slovenia in the UK media have all contributed to a strong growth 
in the number of tourists from the UK: during the first nine months 
of this year, there has been a 23% increase in the number of UK tour-
ists, who represent the fifth most important market for the Slove-
nian tourism industry. Traditionally, their most popular destinations 
include municipalities in the mountainous regions of Slovenia and 
Ljubljana. 

in November Slovenia presented itself for the 
first time at World Travel Market London, then in 
the centre of London in front of the City Hall and 
Tower Bridge with an  exhibition of photos, and 
on the 19th the Slovenian Prime Minister dr Miro 
Cerar paid an official visit to the UK.
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Under the umbrella of the Slovenian Tourist Board 
(STB), 18 Slovenian companies were featured at this 
year’s stand: adria airways, alpe adria Golf, alpinum 
hoteli – hotel Jezero, Happy Tours dMC, HiT Holidays 
Kranjska Gora, Julijske alpe, Kompas dMC, Turistična 
agencija M Tours Bled, Palma Tour operator & dMC, 
Postojnska jama, radisson Blu Plaza Hotel Ljubljana, 
Sava Hotels & resorts, Sportina hoteli Bled, Terme 
olimia, Thermana Laško, Turizem Ljubljana, Union 
Hotels in Zavod za kulturne prireditve, and Turizem 
Celeia Celje.

exhIbItION OF the mOSt pOpULar DeStINatIONS

With carefully selected images taken by renowned Slovenian pho-
tographers, the exhibition “i Feel Slovenia. i Feel at Home.” took place 
at More London riverside in front of London City Hall from 14 to 23 
November 2015. The exhibition highlights the natural, cultural and 
social wealth of Slovenia, both the well-known and the hidden jewels 
of the diverse landscape and the human activity within it. 

We can truly say that the photography se-
ries presents Slovenia as it is – a boutique, 
green, sustainably oriented and safe coun-
try. 

Slovenia and Slovenian tourism enjoy a relatively high 
profile in UK media: to august, more than 85 articles 
had been published, potentially reaching 25,099,255 
readers. This year, Slovenia has thus featured in nearly 
all major UK media, including The Daily Telegraph, The 
Guardian, The Sunday Times, Lonely Planet, The Mirror, 
The Sun, The Independent, Huffington Post, and Rough 
Guides. Moreover, at least three new travel guides on 
Slovenia are about to be published in English.



Next year Slovenia celebrates 25 years of independence, but our 
young country is still something of a hidden jewel in the heart of 
Europe. did you know, for example, that Slovenia is a land of numer-
ous world records: the oldest wheel with an axle in the world was 
found within its borders; it has one of the highest levels of biological 
diversity, the largest underground canyon in the world and the larg-
est intermittent lake in Europe; and it boasts the largest share of its 
territory designated as Natura 2000 areas? 

Slovenia is also located at a complex lin-
guistic crossroads and is one of the wealth-
iest countries in Europe in terms of per cap-
ita water recourses.

These and other stories are told by the exhibition, which has already 
been displayed in Ljubljana, Brussels, Copenhagen and rome. The 
plan for next year is to present Slovenia through “i Feel Slovenia. i 
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Feel at Home.” to other European capitals. We will keep you informed 
about the various displays, which of course you are cordially invited 
to attend.

gOOD reLatIONS aLSO at the hIgheSt pOLItICaL LeveL

on 19 November the prime ministers of Slovenia and the UK met to 
exchange views on EU reforms as proposed by the UK and on the EU 
migration crisis and the recent terrorist attacks in Paris.

While in London, Mr Cerar also held separate meetings with Lord 
Mayor of London Jeffrey Evans, President of the European Bank for 
reconstruction and development Suma Chakrabarti, Speaker of the 
House of Commons John Bercow and Lord Speaker Frances d’Souza.

along with the press representatives, the Slovenian PM also attend-
ed the photo exhibition “i feel Slovenia. i feel at Home. “, promoting 
Slovenia as a boutique European tourist destination in what is a key 
market for Slovenian tourism.
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beekeeping / photo: Simon plestenjak

did you know that Slovenia has a specialised museum of apiculture? or that in Slovenia bees are kept in hives with uniquely painted 
front panels? or that the imperial court in Vienna had a beekeeping instructor from present-day Slovenia, anton Janša? 

Beekeeping occupies a special place in Slovenia’s economy as one of its oldest traditional crafts. The Carniolan honeybee (apis 
mellifera carnica) or the Carniolan grey bee is an autochthonous species in Slovenia, meaning that it is the only bee species that is 
cultivated in the country. This species’ honey is more than just a sweetener: it has healing properties and is used as the basis for many 
beauty and medicinal products. 

artistically painted beehive panels are one of the most significant forms of folk art creativity. Unique to Slovenia, the tradition started 
in the 18th and 19th centuries, when wooden beehive panels became an object of folk art that made beehives look like open-air art 
galleries. Painted beehive panels are a display of the immensely rich folk imagination and creativity and depict various motifs.



Soča river jump / photo: matej povše

The sparkling emerald Soča river connects the Julian alps to the adriatic Sea. This 
photo captures one brave Slovenian jumping into the river during one of the many 
annual events organised around the country’s waters, attracting huge crowds!

Slovenia’s story is also one of sport – exercise fills us with vigour and gives us 
the energy necessary for recreational and professional goals. We excel at sports 
and cross boundaries. We ski where nobody has skied before; we climb where 
nobody has climbed before; we swim where nobody has swum before; we cycle 
for distances that others do not. We do not overcome basic natural laws and limits 
– we discover them. 

Slovenia is green, active and healthy. 
Lipizzaner horses, Lipica  photo: 
milan malovrh

Slovenia is home to one of the 
oldest horse breeds in the world, 
the famous Lipizzaner horses. 
There are only about 6,000 
Lipizzaner horses in the world 
today, with 1,000 in Slovenia. 

The world-famous white 
Lipizzaner horses are considered 
extremely intelligent, kind, patient 
and noble. Her Majesty the Queen 
of England received a Lipizzaner 
horse as a gift from the republic of 
Slovenia during a visit to Slovenia!

Established in 1580, the stud farm 
in Lipica village, is the world’s 
oldest continuously operating 
stud farm and one of the first to 
systematically breed horses and 
keep records of their genealogy.

did you know? adult Lipizzaner 
horses are famously white, but 
foals are brown, reddish or grey, 
only turning white after six to ten 
years!

hyrack, Studor / photo: miran Kambič

Slovenian hayracks, used for drying grain crops and hay, are one of the most prominent 
and recognisable markets of the country’s cultural heritage. a typical hayrack structure is 
freestanding, made mainly from wood and covered with a roof. There are openings at the 
sides to allow for airflow, which dries the contents of the hayrack. The roof of this hayrack 
is double-sided, covered with hay, brick and cement, and sheet metal.

did you know? His Majesty the Prince of Wales owns a hayrack!a stroll along Lake bohinj / photo: 
Žiga Koritnik

This photo was taken at Bohinj Lake, 
alpine jewel in the Triglav National 
Park. Tradition and modern life 
go hand in hand here, creating a 
unique cultural experience. 

The story of Slovenia is written 
by its people – hard-working and 
enthusiastic about everything 
that they enjoy, we create small, 
niche attractions and stories of 
great importance for each of us, 
something unique that we can 
identify with. as a nation we have 
thus maintained the Slovenian 
identity over centuries. 

The Slovenian national character 
is marked by distinct individuality 
and at the same time a profound 
sense of belonging to our country 
and society. Slovenians place a high 
value on family in connection with 
the local environment. 



The exhibition will present the identity of Slovenian clothing cul-
ture and Slovenian identity through eight women’s dresses, dis-
playing the expressive sharpness of the Slovenian design through 
focus on local patterns.

Curated by Eric Maj Potočnik, with a dress selection by himself, 
Matjaž Plošinjak and Nina Jagodic, and the oh-so poetic support-
ing text by denis Pucelj, Slovenia is being presented through a di-
verse selection of keywords, implying the authenticity of a small, 
yet creative nation. Future oriented, but with awareness of its heri-
tage – from the pureness of the late master Zoran Garevski and the 
very sustainable idENTiTY drESS 2013 designer Nika ravnik, to 
new design forces, and the core of the idENTiTY drESS concept – 
“La Métamorphose” little black dress by Eric Matyash.

For the third year in a row, the curators of the idENTiTY drESS 
creative experiment, Eric Maj Potočnik and Matjaž Plošinjak, have 
challenged fashion designers to create a dress based on a uniform 
pattern so that it will reflect their personality. The opening took 
place on 19 November in the atrium of the National Museum of 
Slovenia and the creations will be on public display free of charge 
until 13 december. 

after two years of participation within the context of the Ljubljana 
Month of design festival, the third edition of the idENTiTY drESS 
project, which brings to the capital well-known fashion content, is 
taking place as an independent exhibition. 

the DreSS aS a SymbOL OF the CreatOr’S StOry

Following the same basic pattern, each of the designers partici-
pating in the event took up the challenge of creating a dress that 
reflects his or her personality. Thus a dress, apart from its self-evi-
dent function, becomes an individual’s main object – the symbol 
of the creator’s story. 

CHiC
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exPreSSinG identity throuGh 
the Way you dreSS

Identity Dress 2015 -
Co-creating 
International 
Fashion trends

Maša VodUšEK
Photo: idENTiTY drESS arCHiVE

The 3rd edition of the idENTiTY drESS exhibi-
tion is right behind the corner. and should you 
decide to visit it, make sure to also put an eye on 
accompanying exhibition i feel the dress, sup-
ported by i feel Slovenia, the national brand of 
the republic of Slovenia!
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IDENTITY DRESS raises new questions about the 
freedom of creative expression within the limits of 
a strictly defined form. Is the restriction of form a 
threat to creativity – or is this where the challenge 
really begins?  

“The word identity is a powerful concept. it has been interpreted in various ways 
throughout history. The idea was born out of the desire to move away from the 
traditional formats associated with fashion as a matrix of creative excess, for a 
moment freeing the designers of their everyday focus on a sales strategy. in the 
eyes of the participants, idENTiTY drESS is a means to release their creative po-
tential. The responses to this year’s creative challenge prove that the visibility of 
the project has been growing over the years. Those invited to cooperate include 
both established names and young talent for whom the project constitutes one 
of their first international experiences. Such an approach encourages networking 
and establishes links and connections at the career and personal levels. When 
making the selection, we tend to choose individuals with a strong narrative ex-
pression, either fashion designers who represent the majority of participants, 
costume designers, or even fashion accessory designers,” emphasise the curators.

IDeNtIty DreSS 2013 – 2015

among the individuals who have accepted this creative challenge in the course 
of the previous two projects, the following deserve special mention: the Brit-
ish designer and costume designer Lara Jensen; the Lebanese designer assaad 
awad, who lives in Spain; the Serbian designer ana Ljubinković with her playful 
aesthetics; Wisharawish, a young Thai designer; and two Slovenians, Nika ravnik, 
who creates under the name nioka, and Jelena Pirkmajer, with her already leg-
endary brand Cliché. The designers who have taken up this year’s challenge in-
clude the South Korean designer Yong Kyun Shin, who has already won many 
prizes, the young Slovenian fashion talent Matic Veler, and derek Lawlor, a British 
master of knitwear. 

The complete previous editions of idENTiTY drESS, as well as this year’s high-
lights, interviews, and photos can be viewed on the official website at identity-
dress.com. 

erIC matyaSh

The project leaders, Eric Maj Potočnik and Matjaž Plošinjak, who have been 
working in the fashion world for over a decade, have embraced the challenge of 
forming international connections in fashion design in recent years, in addition 
to developing their own brand, Eric Matyash, and pursuing costume design and 
styling projects. 
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elan - Pride of Slovenia 
and a GloBal Player in Ski Production 

70 years of Innovation

rEBEKa LaH NoTar
Photo: ELaN arCHiVE

rudi Finžgar, a skier, expert craftsman, inventor, pioneer, vision-
ary and, most importantly, a brave and determinedman, made his 
dream a reality much sooner than he expected. But his adventure 
started back in 1945, when he set up Elan as a small company, his 
father purchased machines in the United States, and rudi became 
the company’s first director. 

rudi Finžgar began to dream about producing skis when he was 
only 18 and learning the carpenter’s trade in his father’s workshop 
in Kropa. as a talented ski jumper, he knew a lot about the qual-
ity of skis. during World War ii, he made skis for Partisans fighting 
against enemy occupation. With the war over, rudi initiated fresh 
ideas and plans that made him the man with the most credit for es-
tablishing the Elan co-operative for the production of sports equip-
ment in 1945.  

INNOvatOrS by NatUre  

Throughout its 70-year history, Elan has become a household name 
synonymous with ski innovation. in Elan, rudi Finžgar, nicknamed 
“der rote Teufel aus Titoland” (red devil from Tito’s Land) by those 
who envied his achievements, found a home and playground for 
his innovation.

The Begunje development institute, which soon developed a rep-
utation as a trend-setter in the skiing industry, has been an incuba-
tor of countless new inventions that have marked and revolution-
ised skiing.   

Elan’s first bestseller was a minimalist and 
simple ski called Impuls (Impulse). 

it was launched in 1969. in the same year, Elan produced its first all-
plastic fibreglass ski with a polyurethane core and phenolic resin 
laminates.   

“Who thinks about sleep, or about money? The world is waiting for me, and 
for Elan. in the year 2000, you will see, a magnificent factory will stand in 
this place,” rudi Finžgar once proclaimed passionately. and so it happened, 
but he did it 30 years earlier, in 1970.

The real breakthrough came in 1974 with the Uniline skis. Their 
geometric design, which combined a rather extreme sidecut with 
a specific flex pattern, made it possible for skiers to use Uniline for 
slalom as well as giant slalom.   
 
another, seemingly unimportant, novelty that was also introduced 
in 1974 marked an important milestone in ski design.

For the first time in the ski industry, the 
top surface of the ski was covered with a 
transparent foil with the trademark name 
Elan printed on the underside.   

The year 1976 marked the beginning of the rC skis era. in 1988 
Elan introduced the first compressed (‘Comprex’) wood core skis 
that brought two major advantages: they were lightweight and the 
mass was concentrated under the ski boot. Their multi-point-mass 
system improved the control of the ski, allowed enhanced damp-
ing of vibrations and increased acceleration in turns. The company 
also developed a special edge sharpening technique that was 
based on ski width.

the pIONeerS OF CarvINg SKIINg  

Elan has always flirted boldly with the future. First, it made the VSS 
skis with an adjustable sidecut. The VSS skis had two 5mm-wide 
slots cut into the tip and tail of the ski that could either be expand-
ed to 10mm or narrowed down to 0mm using a special clamp. 

These skis were just a step away from the SCX technology, which 
introduced a new ski geometry featuring extreme, almost eccen-
tric, sidecuts that have revolutionised skiing.
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another equally innovative achievement was the MBX model, 
which marked the beginning of the monoblock ski design. 

The year 2006 saw the introduction of the cutting-edge WaveFlex 
technology. The impossible became possible in a ski that combined 
a consistent flex with a high torsional strength.  all this knowledge 
and experience has culminated in the amphibio range, which al-
lowed Elan, as the first producer in the world, to combine camber 
and rocker in an ultimate all-round ski.

in the winter of 2015/16, the skiing world will be introduced to the 
amphibio 4d technology. The skis which until now had a left and 
right construction now also differ in their front and rear sections. 
The tip is convex in shape and the tail is concave. The convex front 
delivers maximum control and helps with a more precise turn en-
try, while the concave rear guarantees a dynamic exit from, and 
start of, a new turn.

wINNerS 

all these innovations have also been demonstrated in competition 
skiing. The legendary ingemar Stenmark, the most successful ski 
racer in the history of World Cup skiing, who won a record 86 World 
Cup races, three overall World Cup titles and 16 discipline titles, two 
olympic gold medals and three World Championship titles, com-
peted on Elan skis throughout his entire racing career. 

 Elan skis were also used in most Slove-
nian Alpine and Nordic skiing milestones 
set by skiing legends such as Bojan Križaj, 
Mateja Svet, Boris Strel, Jure Franko, 
Matjaž Vrhovnik, Mitja Kunc, Primož Ula-
ga, Miran Tepeš, Matjaž Debelak, Matjaž 
Zupan, Franci Petek, and Primož Peterka.

When Jan Boklöv pioneered the V-style in ski jumping, he did it on 
Elan skis.   

Slovenian extreme skier davo Karničar became the first man ever 
to ski down the world’s highest mountain, Mount Everest, as part 
of his Seven Summits Project, which saw him ski down the highest 
peaks on each of the world’s seven continents.    

Throughout Elan’s 70-year history, many champion skiers have 
skied, raced and won using Elan skis. Today, the team of Elan ath-

letes includes the renowned american freeskier Glen Plake, Japa-
nese ski jumper Sara Takanashi and her Slovenian colleague Peter 
Prevc. in the ski cross world, Elan is excellently represented by Filip 
Flisar, and in alpine skiing its logo is displayed on the skis of the 
italian Max Blardone.   

gym, water, CLeaN eNergy

in addition to skiing, Elan is also involved in many other fields.  in 
its eventful history it has manufactured tennis and badminton 
rackets, kayaks, canoes, boats, sailboats, gymnastics equipment, 
and state-of-the-art wind turbines used in the production of clean 
electric energy.   

eLaN marINe

Elan has been manufacturing vessels ever since 1945, when it 
started producing kayaks and canoes. during this time, Elan Ma-
rine has grown into a world-class manufacturer of yachts and sail-
boats which continue to meet the needs of the most demanding 
customers and sail all the seas of the world. 

eLaN INveNta

another Elan activity that boasts a rich tradition is the production 
of sports equipment. Elan inventa’s products can be found in gym-
nasiums, sports halls and arenas all over the globe. The company’s 
recent projects include a number of venues that have hosted ma-
jor sports events, e.g. Women’s Handball World Championships in 
Brazil in 2011 and in Serbia in 2013, Men’s Handball World Cham-
pionships in Spain in 2013 and in Qatar in 2015, and EuroBasket 
2013. Elan inventa’s products are certified to the highest and most 
respected international standards.    

eLaN wIND pOwer

Elan Wind Power is a young division of the Elan Group founded in 
2009. it produces high-quality and complex composite compo-
nents for the wind turbine industry. The rich knowledge and expe-
rience acquired in more than 50 years in the marine industry have 
been transferred, diversified and implemented to suit the needs of 
the wind turbine industry.

Sustainable development has always been one of Elan’s most im-
portant values. in this respect, Elan Wind Power is a symbol of en-
vironmental friendliness, energy efficiency, ecology, clean energy, 
and, most importantly, the spirit of today.

Bojan Križaj Ingemar Stenmark



435 yearS of the liPica Stud farM 

VESNa ŽarKoVič
Photo: LiPiCa STUd FarM arCHiVE 

Cooperation with austria to be 
listed as UNeSCO Cultural heritage

in September the Lipica Stud Farm, the first to breed the famous Lipizzaner 
horses, celebrated its 435th anniversary. on this occasion, it exchanged gifts 
with the Piber Stud Farm in austria – which breeds stock Lipizzaner mares – 
to symbolically mark  a new era of cooperation between European Lipizzaner 
stud farms. The exchange launched an initiative to inscribe all the Lipizzaner 
stud farms on UNESCo’s representative List of the intangible Cultural 
Heritage of Humanity. The application will be led by the Lipica Stud Farm. 
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“This is a symbolic act by which we will protect the Lipizzaner for at least 435 more years. 
along with the austrian Piber Stud Farm and all other Lipizzaner stud farms, we will protect 
the Lipizzaner, its rearing and breeding for generations to come, so that they will be able to 
admire this magnificent horse, while at the same time, we will also protect the Lipica Stud 
Farm”, says Boštjan Bizjak Phd, acting director of the Lipica Stud Farm. 

hIStOry OF the LIpICa StUD Farm   

its foundation is closely linked with the Habsburg dynasty, which ruled a substantial portion 
of Baroque Europe for 650 years. during this time, horses were considered to be an essen-
tial strategic asset, which made them extremely important to the Habsburgs. Spanish horses 
were the most popular and valued. as the soil and climate of the Karst region are very similar 
to that of Spain, it was not surprising that the archduke Charles ii, son of the Habsburg Em-
peror Ferdinand i, in 1578, chose the abandoned summer residence of the Bishop of Trieste 
in this area to become the royal stud farm. 

on 19 May 1580, he signed an agreement to acquire the estate.
 

Long before that, Karst horses were famous for their persis-
tence and were known to be useful for carriage driving and 
long-distance horseback riding.  

Therefore, after the establishment of the stud farm, Karst horses were crossbred with Span-
ish, italian and arab horses in order to be improved.  Two hundred years later, the Lipizzaner 
breed was developed.

The development of the Lipizzaner breed is also closely connected with classical dressage 
riding – a fine art of communication between a rider and a horse, with beginnings dating 
back to ancient Greece. The development of classical dressage as it is known in Europe to-
day is related to the establishment of the Spanish riding School in Vienna. it is referred to 
as ‘Spanish’ because only horses from Spain were used at first, but they were soon replaced 
by Lipizzaner stallions from the Lipica Stud Farm. Lipizzaner stallions at the Spanish riding 
School in Vienna were bred in the Lipica Stud Farm until the beginning of World War i. 

SIx CLaSSICaL LINeS OF StaLLIONS     

in Lipica today, six classical lines of stallions are preserved, based on the following six founda-
tion stallions: Conversano, Neapolitano, Favory, Maestoso, Pluto and Siglavy. 

The founding sires of these lines were: original danish stallion Pluto, grey, born 1765 at the 
Frederiksborg royal Stud Farm, Neapolitan stallion Conversano Senior, black, born 1767, 
Neapolitano stallion Senior, brown, born 1770, Kladruby stallion Maestoso Senior, grey, born 
1773, and Kladruby stallion Favory Senior, grey, born 1779. 17 classical families of mares have 
been preserved until today. 

What is the origin of the terms Lipica and Lipizzaner?

The names Lipica and Lipizzaner are related to the story of a linden tree, a species 
common to the Karst region. according to historical records, a popular winery called 
“Pri lipici” (at the small linden tree) was located on the site of today’s Lipica Stud Farm 
in the mid-14th century. That small linden tree gave the name to the settlement or the 
estate of the Bishops of Trieste, after which the Lipizzaner horse breed was named. 

Government Communication office
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brIght aND DarK mOmeNtS, rISeS aND FaLLS
 

The long history of the Lipica Stud Farm has 
been marked by numerous bright and dark 
moments.   

during the periods of development, new buildings were added, the num-
ber of horses increased and nearby estates were purchased, while peri-
ods of crisis arrived with the Napoleonic wars, World War i and World War 
ii. in the period of Napoleonic wars, the herd of Lipizzaners was evacu-
ated five times. 

in 1796, the herd had to flee the French army for the first time. it was 
moved to Székesfehérvár, southwest of Budapest and did not return 
until 1798. it moved a second time in 1805 to Đakovo in Slavonia (Croa-
tia), from where it moved to Karad in Hungary and eventually returned 
to Lipica in april 1807. in 1809, the herd fled for a third time, to a place 
near Mezőhegyes in Hungary, from which it returned finally in 1815. dur-
ing that time, Lipica was devastated. Extensive restoration of buildings, 
meadows, pastures and deforested groves was required, which took sev-
eral decades.

the herD waS evaCUateD FIve tImeS betweeN the wOrLD 
warS     

Soon after the outbreak of World War i in 1915, the stud farm was evac-
uated to Laxenburg, near Vienna, from where the foals were moved to 
Kladruby in what is today the Czech republic. after the war, Lipica came 
under italian rule. The republic of Czechoslovakia confiscated all Lipiz-
zaners that were kept in Kladruby, italy was given 107 horses that were 
returned to Lipica in 1919, while the austrians established the Piber Stud 
Farm in Styria with the remaining herd. The last evacuation of the Stud 
Farm took place during World War ii. only a day after italy’s surrender on 
8 September 1943, the Lipica Stud Farm was occupied by the Germans. 
on 16 october of the same year they evacuated all 179 horses to Hostau 
in the Sudetenland, where Lipizzaners from other stud farms were also 
gathered. at the end of World War ii, american occupational forces passed 
a part of the Lipica herd to italy, while the other part was given to austria.

LIveLy tOUrISm IN the ‘gOLDeN yearS’     

at the end of december 1947, only 11 horses had returned to Lipica. 
Much effort and commitment by those who cared for Lipica and Lipizzan-
ers was required for the Stud Farm to recover and regain its world fame in 

the ‘golden’ 70’s and 80’s. 

in this period, it also became a lively tourist destination and established 
its own classical riding school with astonishing elements in the air and 
on the ground, with which it still successfully presents itself around the 
world.   

The wars in the Balkans after the disintegration of Yugoslavia reduced 
the number of visitors considerably and Slovenia’s independence 
in 1991 meant a new beginning for the Stud Farm. in particular, the 
adoption of the Lipica Stud Farm act was a breaking point in search-
ing for new solutions for Lipica. Today, the act protects the entire area 
of the Lipica Stud Farm, along with the cultivated Karst landscape, the 
herd of Lipizzaners and the architectural and art heritage, as a cultural 
monument of national importance for the republic of Slovenia.

Thus, the Lipica Stud Farm estate was preserved in its original size of 
311 hectares and in its kidney shape to the present day. Lipica Stud 
Farm is one of the most beautiful cultural-historical monuments in 
Slovenia, giving home to more than 350 Lipizzaners. 

With its 435-year tradition, Lipica is the 
world’s oldest stud farm with uninterrupted 
breeding of Lipizzaners.   

The estate is the only a micro-location that provides optimum con-
ditions for the top-quality breeding of Lipizzaners. it represents a 
unique ambience in which individual elements – the spatial arrange-
ment, architectural core and cultural landscape – have evolved exclu-
sively for the purpose of the fundamental, original activity – breed-
ing of Lipizzaners. it has enormous development potential in terms 
of enabling top-quality breeding of Lipizzaners in a global context, 
while its development is of essential importance for the international 
reputation of Slovenia. 

Upon joining the European Union, the republic of Slovenia appointed 
the Lipica Stud Farm as a breeding organisation that keeps the stud 
book of origine for the Lipizzaner breed.

Nowadays, the Lipica Stud Farm is going through the most extensive 
and important renovation in recent decades, worth almost seven 
million euros. This places the renovation of Lipica among the largest 
renovation projects of European state stud farms in recent decades.
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the aljaž toWer on Mount triGlav 

metal with a soul

PoLoNa PrEšErEN
Photo: roŽLE BrEGar

The aljaž Tower, a remarkable cultural monument and unique symbol of Slo-
venia, stands 2,864 metres above sea level at the top of Mount Triglav, the 
highest mountain in Slovenia. This year, the construction celebrates its 120th 
anniversary. during all these years, it has defiantly withstood the weather 
and wars, but also the great number of mountaineers who make their way 
to the summit each year. When you arrive breathless at the top, it is hard to 

escape the feeling that this metal shelter has a soul.
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a StOry OF the tOwer at the tOp OF trIgLav

The tower was built at the top of the Triglav in the heart of the 
Julian alps, by priest Jakob aljaž from the village of dovje near 
Mojstrana. He was a great patriot who wanted to resist the Ger-
manization of the Slovenian people in the 19th century at the time 
of the austria-Hungary Empire. in this period, Slovenians fought 
as a nation to establish their own identity while facing the enor-
mous pressure of the Germanization. as Triglav even at that time 
represented a symbol of the Slovenian nation, the patriotic priest 
wanted to make sure it stayed a part of Slovenia. in fact, he noticed 
that many foreigners were interested in the Slovenian mountains. 
Jakob aljaž bought the top of Triglav for one austro-Hungarian 
gulden, with the purpose of erecting a tower. 

He also designed the plans for the tower, which was then con-
structed by his friend anton Belec, a tinsmith from šentvid near 
Ljubljana. Belec built the tower in six parts made from thick gal-
vanized sheet steel. The parts, each weighing from 15 to 20 kilos, 
were carried to the summit of Triglav by six bearers within one 
week. Unlike the land, the tower was significantly more expensive 
as aljaž paid 300 austro-Hungarian guldens for the manufacture 

and erection of the tower at the top of Triglav.

Two original inscriptions are still visible 
on the tower – the year and the name 
of the tower (Slovenian: Aljažev stolp), 
which was the first inscription in the Slo-
venian language on Mount Triglav and in 
its surrounding area.  

The grand opening took place on 7th august 1895.

The erection of the tower at the top of Triglav also had some legal 
consequences for aljaž – some German organisations filed a legal 
dispute with the goal of demolishing the tower. after the legal 
matters were settled, aljaž handed the tower into management 
to the Slovene alpine Society. This important society continued to 
maintain the tower after 1948, when its name was changed into 
the Ljubljana Matica alpine Society and the alpine association of 
Slovenia was established. Today, the aljaž Tower is a cultural monu-
ment of national significance.



hOw tO preServe the herItage?

at the 120th anniversary of the time when the tower was erected at the top of the high-
est Slovenian mountain, many stories related to the history of the tower came to light. 
after the Germans failed to pull it down, a proper “painting war” took place here after 
the First World War: first, the Slovenians painted it in their national colours, then the 
italians in theirs. after the Second World War, the tower was painted red, and later it was 
painted white as part of a film set. a reliable X-ray examination showed that the aljaž 
Tower had been covered with at least a dozen of different colour layers. Today, irrespon-
sible mountaineers, tourists and corrosion pose the greatest danger for the tower. The 
decision will have to be made whether the original tower should remain where it is or be 
replaced with a duplicate and the original safely stored in a museum. 

in 2015, the anniversary was celebrated with a number of memorials organised by 
mountaineers from all parts of Slovenia.  

A particularly solemn festivity took place in the village 
of Mojstrana, which is home to the Slovenian Alpine Mu-
seum and only a stone’s throw away from the Dovje vil-
lage, where the dedicated Jakob Aljaž served as a priest.   

on this occasion, the Slovenian National radio and Television (rTV Slovenia), in co-
production with Produkcijska skupina Mangart, filmed the documentary entitled 

The aljaž Tower: “This Metal Has a Soul”. The film, which is a wonderful homage 
to Jakob aljaž and everyone who helped construct and keep the tower at the 

top of the Triglav summit, tells the story of the tower. it explains the signifi-
cance for the Slovenian people and the meaning behind the symbol. it 

shows why this “piece of metal” means so much to Slovenians. 

although the aljaž Tower is a symbol, its meaning is not the 
same as that of Triglav, the highest mountain that looks 

over Slovenia. The aljaž Tower represents the person who 
stands on the top of Triglav and tells us that this is the 

Slovenian soul. and yes, at that moment we realise 
the tower truly does have a soul. 
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Slovenian PoPular MuSic on radio and tv

VESNa ŽarKoVič

“One generation found itself”
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150th anniverSary of a Great architect 

Uroš MaHKoVEC
Photo: STa

maks Fabiani – an urbanist who 
planned the rebuilding of Ljubljana The Slovenian capital of Ljubljana undoubtedly owes a great deal to the cosmopol-

itan touch of architect Fabiani and the acumen of ivan Hribar, who became Mayor 
of Ljubljana in 1896, a year after a devastating earthquake. Hribar had a clear vision 
how to create a modern city.  and he chose Fabiani. after the great earthquake the 
city needed thorough reconstruction, and although Fabiani’s urban plan was only 
partly realised, it became the framework for the development of the city. 

aNNiVErSarY

The last building designed by Fabiani to be constructed in Ljublja-
na was the Jakopič Pavilion built in 1908, the first modern art gal-
lery in Slovenia, which was pulled down in the early 1960s, when 
the architect visited Ljubljana for the last time on the occasion of 
receiving an award for his contributions to urbanism and archi-
tecture. The first contract awarded to Fabiani in Ljubljana was for 
the city’s workhouse, or almshouse, in Japljeva Street (from 1901), 
currently the location of the Gastroenterology department of the 
Ljubljana University Medical Centre. Quite the opposite of this 
nowadays somewhat neglected building is a green building locat-
ed at the corner of Prešernova and šubičeva Streets in the centre 
of Ljubljana. it is known by the public as Mladika and is currently 
the seat of the Ministry of Foreign affairs. in accordance with an 
order issued by the city, Fabiani designed the building in 1906 as a 
secondary school for girls, and at the turn of the millennium it was 
completely renovated following the plans of architect Jurij Kobej, 
while maintaining regard for its historical value.

In Ljubljana, the following palaces de-
signed by Fabiani are worth mention-
ing: Krisper House and Bamberg House 
in Miklošičeva Street and Hribar House in 
Tavčarjeva Street.  

he raNKeD rOtUNDaS aND pavILIONS aS amONgSt hIS 
beSt wOrKS 

Fabiani also carried out minor works such as placing the monu-
ment to Prešeren on the eponymous square, for which he addi-
tionally designed the base; he also designed Miklošič Park in front 
of the current Supreme Court. among his best works, he cited the 
rotundas and many pavilions which he was either directly commis-

sioned to design or the commissions he was awarded following 
competitions and which were sometimes erected for only a month. 
He designed the Narodni dom (National Hall) in Trieste, which was 
intended for the economic, political, cultural and sports activities 
of Slovenians in Trieste. in Gorizia he designed the Trgovski dom 
(Commercial House) building devoted to the same purposes. Com-
pletely different from other houses, the Bartoli House on Borzni trg 
(Stock Exchange Square) in Trieste is considered one the best ex-
amples of a Viennese Secession building in the city. 

The Bartoli House considerably deviates 
from Fabiani’s principles since he respect-
ed the traditions of the local architecture 
and seemingly followed the examples of 
other richly decorated palaces in Trieste.

it is hard to define Fabiani’s style. in general, his style is not Se-
cessionist, even though he used its elements, and he continued 
to draw inspiration from history and local traditions, considering 
functionality and technical perfection to be priorities. 

the FerrarI vILLa aND garDeN IN ŠtaNjeL 

Fabiani’s opus also includes the Ferrari Villa and Ferrari Garden in 
štanjel, situated in the vicinity of his birth village of Kobdilj. in the 
19th Century, the Fabiani family owned the štanjel Castle and the 
architect identified with the location so much that between 1929-
1935, in part with his own money, he reconstructed and renovated 
the castle into a municipal centre comprising the seat of the mayor, 
an elementary school, a nursery school, a cinema hall, and an out-
patient clinic.  it was only after the reconstruction of the castle that 
he became the mayor of the village.  Even more intensely, Fabiani 
was attracted by a villa renovation project for Enrico Ferrari, a doc-
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tor from Trieste. With the project he financially burdened his whole 
family and finally fell out with them. He connected some empty 
houses in the medieval town wall and renovated them into a pres-
tigious holiday villa with a park. during summer, Ferrari’s patients 
from Trieste were expected to stay there to improve their health.  
With the castle and villa, Fabiani wished to revive the village in a 
period when people were already leaving the countryside.

His work was never as comprehensively assessed as was Plečnik’s 
work. The main reason were the perceptions regarding his national 
identity and political affiliation because all his life he worked in a na-
tionally mixed and multicultural environment. 

Since he supported Slovenian artists, the austro-Hungarian au-
thorities considered him Slovenian, but nowadays, to austrians, 
he is an important part of austro-Hungarian history. owing to his 
connections with the imperial Court in Vienna and his ancestry, 
the italian authorities took him to be partially Slovenian and par-
tially austrian, while in Ljubljana he was considered to be italian 
because he had cooperated with the occupation authorities.  in re-
cent years, the awareness that this great architect was most of all a 
Slovenian has increasingly predominated and this belief continues 
to be strengthened by the events organised in the Year of Fabiani, 
when we celebrate the 150th anniversary of his birth.

Fabiani’s opus also includes the Ferrari Villa 
and Ferrari Garden in štanjel, situated in 
the vicinity of his birth village of Kobdilj.

biography

architect Maks Fabiani was born in 1865 in Kobdilj near štanjel as the twelfth of fourteen children born 
to the landowner anton Fabiani and Charlotte von Kofler, a Triestine aristocrat of German origin.  Prior to 
graduating, he worked as an assistant to Prof. richard Edler von Löwe at the Graz Polytechnic institute, 
department of architecture. He graduated in February 1892. Between March and august 1892 he was 
employed as an architect at the Civil Engineering department of the Ministry of the interior. in the same 
year he won the Carlo Ghega scholarship of the austrian association of Engineers and architects (ÖiaV). 
The scholarship enabled him to undertake study trips to italy, Greece, Turkey, asia Minor and a number of 
northern European countries. at the invitation of the architect otto Wagner, Fabiani worked two years in 
his studio and participated in the creation of Wagner’s famous work Modern architecture (1895). in 1896 
he opened his own studio in Vienna, which was in operation until 1917. He became an assistant at the 
department of Composition at the Technical University in Vienna under Professor Karl König (1896-1910). 
on 12 November 1902, at the Technical University in Vienna, he obtained a doctorate in the field of urban 
planning for the urban plans of Ljubljana and Bielsko. He became a personal adviser to archduke Franz Fer-
dinand.  on 1 december 1910 he was appointed associate Professor of ornamentation and interior design 
at the Technical University in Vienna.

This period is considered to be the peak of Fabiani’s career. He won prestigious projects: in 1898 he erected 
the Pavilion of Three Commissions at the exhibition celebrating the 50th anniversary of the reign of Franz 
Josef; in 1900 at the World Exhibition in Paris he received the Grand Prix for his arrangement of the recep-
tion room of the austrian Pavilion; in 1906 he was appointed the Head architect of the imperial-royal 
Exhibition in London; he designed a villa for Franz Ferdinand, heir to the throne, on the Brioni islands and 
assisted in the renovation of Konopište Castle; he was a founding member of the austrian architects as-
sociation (1904) and the President of the austrian Chamber of Engineers and architects (1904-1907), a cor-
responding member of the Urania Society, etc. He received many important recognitions.

in 1917 he was appointed Professor of architectural Composition at the Technical University in Vienna and 
held the Chair of architecture. in december 1917 he left for Gorizia, where he was employed in the office 
for the reconstruction of Gorizia and Gradisca d’isonzo (Gradišče ob Soči ). He was a leading architect and 
urbanist in the reconstruction of the Gorizia area, the isonzo river basin, and the Karst area. in 1918 he 
opened his own studio in Vienna, which was in operation until 1962.

in 1952, on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of his doctorate in technical sciences, he was awarded a 
golden doctorate by the University of Vienna. He died in 1962 in Gorizia and was temporarily buried there. 
in February 1984 his remains were transferred to the small graveyard dedicated to Saint Gregory in Kobdilj. 
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the Deeper meaning of holidays

HoLidaYS
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how would you describe the essence of celebrating holidays?
in the past, holidays represented milestones in people’s everyday 
lives. The various rituals, customs and habits were always associated 
with the life cycle of the individual – birth, marriage and death. Cer-
tain rituals, customs and habits were formed on the basis of natural 
phenomena, how the seasons change and how working outdoors 
changes. For instance in agriculture, when people had to take all of 
nature’s rules into account so that they could simply survive. Here we 
encounter various customs, habits and rituals associated with sup-
plication for a good harvest or fertility, for example the traditional 
rounds of the kurents – this was usually done at the beginning of the 
year. october and November were marked by various thanksgiving 
rituals such as the celebration of St. Martin’s day, which epitomised 
a ritual for a good harvest, when all the granaries were full and all of 
the debts to the field hands had been paid. Such rituals were used to 
give thanks and forecast a good harvest and a good winter.  

the traditional, ancient holidays also had a broader spiritual 
scope. were they also influenced by Christianity?
Many of these holidays of course do not have their origins in Chris-
tianity; they are much older. Christianity placed its feast days right 
on these so-called pagan holidays, so that the people would more 
easily accept the saints and patron saints as their own. There is noth-
ing wrong with this, they‘ve simply put their feast days precisely on 
certain days, for instance Midsummer’s Eve – an interesting celebra-
tion of the summer solstice – which happens on the longest day of 
the year, after which the days start to get shorter. They lit bonfires 
in order to give the sun even more power; at this time plants, espe-
cially medicinal plants, have the most power, such as bracken ferns 
(i.e. ‘fiddleheads’). 

In the villages they put wreaths or bou-
quets of flowers in all the doors and win-
dows, and there was a tradition of  ‘kresn-

People love to celebrate and enjoy holidays, but don’t always understand their hid-
den significance. We asked ethnologist and cultural anthropologist alenka Stražišar 
Lamovšek about the meaning of ancient holiday rituals and the magic that hap-
pens when an ordinary day becomes a holiday.  

ice’ girls who would make rounds on 
Midsummer’s Eve and appeal for a good 
harvest through ritual singing. 

These customs and habits are still present in some areas, and in some 
places they are reappearing. Nowadays we rarely know about the or-
igins of various holidays or customs. Some of this has been recorded, 
for instance in Niko Kuret’s book Praznično leto Slovencev (The Slo-
vene Holiday Calendar), as well as the books of Janez Bogataj. But if 
you want to find out more about local customs, the best thing to do 
is go out into the field, among the “old folks”, but with a great deal of 
respect. They know the whys and wherefores. and that’s the way it 
should be. often the habits, customs and celebrations can be com-
pletely local in character, and sometimes even limited to the family 
circle.  

people used to prepare for the holidays very carefully, and the 
expectations kept on building up. how did people actually use 
to celebrate?
That’s true – people used to prepare a lot for the holidays. They pre-
pared spiritually, by cleaning and decorating and cooking special 
foods. The most important holiday during the winter holidays is 
Christmas, which celebrates the birth of Christ. But even this knowl-
edge about this part of Christianity is often lost nowadays... we have 
Santa Claus, who brings presents, and we present it to children as 
some sort of high point, but in truth we know that this is not the case. 

In the past people decorated the old 
houses by hanging apples and evergreen 
boughs below the ceiling, which repre-
sented a sort of rebirth.  
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Young carollers went from house to house and sang, and received 
treats, there was St. Nicholas, and planting wheat in a pot during 
the feast days of St. Barbara and St. Lucy, and there were also vari-
ous spells, sooth-saying and similar. i believe that people still have 
Christmas trees and nativity scenes. There are however fewer carol-
lers, and St. John’s wine, which was intended for special occasions, is 
increasingly rare.

holidays also have their own special smells.
absolutely. an old Slovene proverb says that every holiday has its 
own cut of meat (for instance of a pig). This meant that when farmers 
slaughtered animals, they had to save cuts of meat for the individual 
holidays.  

It is also interesting that holidays were in 
some way connected with work, so for in-
stance during the harvest they had a spe-
cial dish that was eaten all over Slovenia. 

There are also special customs and habits associated with shucking 
corn, harvesting and mowing. These customs made the days as en-
joyable as possible, even celebratory, since in those days they were 
happy if the harvest was good, if they had brought in a good crop 
and they would have a lot of grain and flour that year.

In the old days people socialised while working, and holidays 
were closely associated with work. what about today?
it seems that in the past work was associated with socialising with 
neighbours, relatives and friends, while today we have to “organise” 
such gatherings. of course this is connected with lifestyle; while 
working they played various games, exchanged mockeries, sang 
and danced so that work would be as fun as possible, and these were 
also social gatherings. Nowadays such gatherings can only evoke 
nostalgia for the old times, since we have neither the land, nor the 
knowledge, nor the people to do this with. i myself believe that liv-
ing in such an environment would be truly noble, but without any 
romantic attitude towards the heritage.

the December holidays are approaching. how do you experi-
ence them? Do you enjoy them?
i particularly enjoy the carollers, who in some way herald the holi-
days. My personal favourites are the feast days of St. Lucy and St. Bar-
bara. on both of those days one can plant wheat in a pot and when 
that wheat sprouts, around the time of Christmas on 25 december, 
you have a symbol of rebirth.

what is your favourite holiday?
The december holidays are my favourite. Primarily because you are 
with your family, and you can make the holiday truly magical for 
the children. at that time you take the time to create and display 
a different facet of an ordinary day, when that too can be a holiday. 
at home we prepare for these holidays mainly because we want to 
make the children think that it is something magical, beautiful, par-
ticularly in the sense of being together. of course we put up a tree 
and a nativity, and Santa Claus brings presents. i am also very fond 
of Midsummer’s Eve and its magical quality, and St. Martin’s day... i 
enjoy celebrating.

Holidays are an opportunity to take time for 
our families, our friends and also ourselves. Ph
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Festive dishes 
filled with tradition

VESNa ŽarKoVič
Photo: FraNKo HoUSE arCHiVE

                                                                                                          

Their cuisine is dominated by Tolmin cheeses, home-made 
butter and lamb and goat from the Drežnica pastures, while 
Valter’s cellar offers Slovenian and biodynamic wines.  

in pre-holiday time, we asked them what kind of food they prepare during the festive days. Tradi-
tional and related to the local environment was their unanimous answer. Slovenia’s countryside, 
claims ana, is much more traditional than its cities. There, regardless of what people are doing 
in their lives, traditional customs are kept alive within families. The customs that are passed from 
generation to generation are particularly strong. in this way, ana has learnt many things from 
her parents and her parents-in-law. “our family always gets together for holidays. Every woman 
brings along some food in order to take some burden off the lady of the house. Meat dishes and 
the white variety of dried cod are traditionally consumed, while meals always close with potica 
cake for dessert. Here, it is named ‘gubanca’ and resembles the potica cakes from the Nadiža val-
leys – an area beneath the Matajur mountain. in that area, gubanca is a common dessert, well-
known throughout italy. it is a very rich potica cake, containing a lot of filling made of walnuts 
and raisins. during  Easter, gubanca cake is joined by dry-cured meat products, all of which have 
been blessed in a church. in this way, we particularly emphasize our attitude towards our guests. 
Easter always begins with sliced ham baked in pastry with grated apples and closes with potica 
cake. Virtually all of the food served to our guests during Easter is blessed.”

ChrIStmaS tIme  

“on Christmas day, the entire Franko family gathers at our house, while on Christmas Eve, we 
attend bilingual mass in a church across the border. in recent years, we have been visiting the 
Landerska cave near špeter, immediately across the italian border, where many Slovenians 
gather on festive evenings. according to local tradition, people treat themselves to tripe after 
mass. all local inns are open at midnight, serving tripe. Unfortunately, this tradition has not yet 
been revived in Kobarid, so people from Kobarid cross the border on this day. i think it’s a very 

Just a few kilometres from Kobarid, at the entry to Staro selo, stands the 
Franko House. it has been a roadside inn, a coachmen’s lodge, a village 
watermill, a large stable, an important hospital during World War i and 
a farmstead, and today it is the Franko House, which is neither a ho-
tel nor a classical restaurant. it is a hospitable country house, in which 
three generations live side by side. Behind the house is a large veg-
etable garden, while beside the house flows the Franca stream, home 
to a small family of trouts. The driving forces are ana and her husband 
Valter. according to their management philosophy, nothing beats the 
local and seasonal, with a spoon full of ana’s personality. 

Sinfo - Slovenian information
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tatoes, cottage cheese, cheese, cheese soup, bišča (potato soup), 
poštoklja (mashed potatoes and vegetables, such as beet, string 
beans) and frika – a dish made of potatoes and cheese – are the 
most common local dishes. in the valley where Tolmin Cheese is 
made, herdsmen have always eaten frika – roasted sliced potato 
with cheese. 

KObarID rOLLeD DUmpLINgS (ŠtrUKeLj)  

The greatest tradition of the Kobarid area is a dish called Kobarid 
dumplings, known to every Kobarid family. it marks every holiday 
and there is no lady of the house in Kobarid who would conclude a 
festive meal without Kobarid rolled dumplings. “in our area, tradi-
tions are still rather strong. in this way, the environment is mani-
fested through cuisine, through food, which is prepared in various 
ways. during holidays, we pay particular attention to our tradition 

to keep it alive and preserve it so that our guests can feel that we 
care about the dishes from old times. The recipe for Kobarid rolled 
dumplings has only been passed on through oral tradition; no 
written recipe for their preparation exists. Luckily, our children are 
taught to make Kobarid rolled dumplings at local schools, while 
the country women’s club is reviving old culinary traditions. 

KeepINg traDItION aLIve  

Communism dispelled traditional cuisine from inns, but luckily it 
has been preserved in certain households as well as on the slopes 
of the Matajur Mountain, where dressed polenta and wild boar are 
still served in local inns. The Nadiža valleys are an area populated 
by Slovenians with their own specific dialect and a very high level 
of ethnic awareness. The most well-known bilingual school is in 
špeter, 10 kilometres away, where italian parents increasingly de-
cide to enrol their children. 

Luckily, the demand for traditional cuisine 
has returned to Kobarid in recent years. 
Young people are used to eating good 
food and drinking good wines; even the 
smallest pubs serve top-quality wines.   

They boast a rich tradition in processing fermented cottage cheese 
and preserving herbs in particular ways. in this way, they create dif-
ferent and original basic dishes that attract visitors. They would not 
be considered interesting by foreigners coming from afar if they 
offered something global; therefore, presentation of the environ-
ment through the menu is of crucial importance, as they like to 
point out. The dishes are also prepared in accordance with the sea-
son. Currently, Japanese persimmon, pumpkins and chestnuts are 
in season. They adapt their menu to the seasons of the year. How-
ever, rolled dumplings, cottage cheese and potatoes are always 
available, prepared according to old recipes, as herdsmen used to 
prepare them. in mountain pastures, fermented cottage cheese 
is prepared without refrigerators. accordingly, the fermentation 
process begins, which protects the cottage cheese. it is usually 
eaten with boiled potatoes or dressed polenta, which has always 
been used around here to chase hunger away. Home grown po-

nice custom. Two families gather for Christmas – mine and my hus-
band’s. There are 20–25 of us sitting at the table at my mother in 
law’s place, putting tables together in all possible ways in order to 
make room for everybody. Holidays are meant to unite families, es-
pecially nowadays, when time is scarce.  We should get together at 
least during the holidays, and food has always connected people. 
We are forced to sit together even if we don’t get along and dis-
putes are almost always resolved at the table, so food is a good way 
of bonding people.”

Whatever they do is always based on the 
local environment, points out Ana. The 
basic ingredients they use for preparing 
food originate in the Posočje region.  

Cottage cheese and potatoes are always 
available, prepared according to old recipes, 
as herdsmen used to prepare them.

Kobarid dumplings, known to every 
Kobarid family.
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Many foreign gastronomic tourists who come to Kobarid enjoy lo-
cal dishes filled with tradition, along with Kobarid’s beautiful na-
ture. Tourism is mainly managed by the local population, which 
has raised the town’s tourist services, accommodation and cuisine 
to an enviable level. We have been told that even the nearby ital-
ian town of čedad (Cividale), which is historically much richer, is 
lagging behind Kobarid when it comes to tourist amenities. But we 
remain unpretentious, ana assures us: if guests choose to stay in 
a hotel, they will always be served salad from a local garden and 
home-baked bread. 

The Frankos also have a cheese cellar, which is probably the only 
Slovenian cellar where autochthonous cheeses mature at con-
trolled temperatures and humidity. in Slovenia, we have three 
cheeses with a protected designation of origin: Nanoški sir (Nanos 
Cheese), Bovški sir (Bovec Cheese, made of 100 % sheep’s milk) and 
Tolminc (Tolmin Cheese). Every year, many wheels of young cheese 
are bought from various mountain pastures in the Tolmin area, 
mostly from the Sleme pasture cooperative. These cheeses are 
made of raw milk by using natural rennet. Therefore, the pristine 
nature of the Posočje region can be felt in the cheeses. one can 

By the fireplace

A cloud of rice
Crispy pig’s ears and horse radish mayonnaise

Sandwich with home-made sausage
Tolmin Cheese crusts

Fresh cottage cheese, bread with fennel, salmon roe
Oysters and “never caviar”

At the table

Golden hands for buckwheat and corn bread, crispy breadsticks/Kobarid butter
Soča trout caviar, forest potatoes, sour cream and a scallop

Winter/peasant meringue, goose liver, an apple and red cabbage
Pasta filled with white dried cod, Squid and Tolmin Cheese matured in an earthen root cellar

Posočje grayling and chicory, kaymak
Roe deer, 2x topinambur, dried plums

Spruce marzipan, marshmallow roses, wild raspberry and lemon cream
Sweet potato, chocolate dreaming of being blond, Japanese persimmon and tangerine

1.1

Honey truffle, honey cake, Speculaas, fig sorbet, walnut croissants

tell by their colour in which month the cows were grazing (spring 
cheeses are distinctly red or orange due to the carotene contained 
by mountain flowers). after several years, the Frankos succeeded 
in maturing five-year-old Tolmin Cheese, which is perfectly com-
plimented by ana’s jams and mostardas. its colour is a dark hue of 
coffee, its flavour is distinctly spicy and its structure is completely 
crystallized. 

Very early on, ana and Valter Franko realised that in order to de-
velop, one must seek knowledge abroad. This is particularly impor-
tant in tourism. “We observe what austrians and asians are doing 
and we bring home what we learn during our trips. in the hospi-
tality business, service is the most important – which means that 
someone must always be available for the guests who might need 
something. in this sense, i transfer knowledge to my employees, 
with whom we grew up like a family. in this way, tradition is adapt-
ing to modern times. i can see how much a family lunch or dinner 
means to my children. Little attentions keep us alive, such as the 
fact that every family around here has a stove that cooks, dries and 
keeps the home warm.”

Government Communication office

The driving forces are ana and her husband Valter. according 
to their management philosophy, nothing beats the local 
and seasonal, with a spoon full of ana’s personality.
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Lights and Christmas trees 
bedeck Festive Ljubljana

daNiLa Mašić

When the festive lights in Ljubljana are turned on in the 
coming days, approximately 40 kilometres of string lights 
will make the city sparkle and 10 kilometres of lights will 
be hung on a Christmas tree 15 metres high in the mid-
dle of Prešeren Square. during the holiday month of de-
cember the capital will be adorned with seven Christmas 
trees – cultivated spruce are the most suitable since for-
est spruce lack lower branches. 

Christmas trees for decorating are often donated by the citizens themselves 
or by foreign municipalities. Three years ago, the city centre was adorned 
with a Christmas tree that had been endangering residents by growing be-
tween residential buildings in Ljubljana’s Trnovo neighbourhood, so it was 
donated to the city for the Christmas festivities. But transporting such a tree 
to Prešeren Square in the city centre is not always easy since the tree needs to 
be brought through the narrow streets of the old town. in 2007, transporting 
and erecting the Christmas tree was very challenging because it was twenty 
meters high. They tried to bring it in several times: it could not be transported 
down Wolfova Street, nor through čopova Street, and when they tried to 
bring it in from the direction of the market place, it simply got stuck. it was 
also difficult to put it up and the bottom branches had to be cut off. due to 
such experiences, this year’s main Christmas tree will be a bit shorter. in addi-
tion to Prešeren Square, Christmas trees will also be put up inside and outside 
the Town Hall, at Pod Trančo, at the crossroads between the old Square and 
the Upper Square, in front of Figovec inn, and in front of Ljubljana Castle.

When the main Christmas tree is in its place, all the lights are turned on at 
once at the festive event called “People, let’s turn on the lights” and the old 
town suddenly sparkles with light. The decorations for the streets and old 
buildings were designed by the sculptor Zmago Modic on the “outer Space 
Ljubljana” theme. Bathed in bright colours, Ljubljana Castle and the glisten-
ing snow-covered castle hillside sparkle in the dark. The promenade in Tivoli 
and the main streets in the city centre are decorated with blue lights hanging 
from the trees. The festive artistic lighting of the Ljubljana city centre has been 
attracting a large number of visitors from Slovenia and abroad in recent years. 
They flock downtown and the city centre bursts with life amidst the colourful 
stalls, filled with the fragrance of mulled wine, mead and hot chocolate. 
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i wish to free 
myself from the physical 

location of work, since i find 
being bound to an office in the 

twenty-first century to be complete 
nonsense. My wish is to be solely 

responsible for the organisation of 
my time. i wish Slovenia to be as 

open as possible and infused 
with a spirit of optimism and 

cooperation.

Let 2016 Be the Year of Wisdom 

Wishes for the coming year ? 
What success, achievement or change for the better would you wish Slovenia as a country? 

Jure Čuk, 
Social Media Performer

Sara Mozetič, 
Social Media Performer

        My greatest 
wish for the new year 

is good health – for myself 
and all those i love – since this is a 

prerequisite for any future (ad)venture. 
For Slovenia, i wish improvement in the 

situation on the labour market, a reduction 
in the number of unemployed, and that 
work be paid fairly. i wish all Slovenians 

health, happiness and positive 
thinking. a positive perspective 

on life brings positive 
experiences.

Boštjan Žagar, 
Olaf scooter

 our wish 
is to have plenty of 

fresh new ideas and to be 
successful on the global market 

and at the same time to remain a 
local company. We would like people 
in their day-to-day life to be able to 
observe more entrepreneurs and 
less politicians on the front pages 

of newspapers and on 
television. 

Anja in Alen Marić, 
WoodWay

  our greatest wish 
for the New Year is successful 

expansion in the domestic market and 
especially abroad, enhancement of our prod-

uct range and many satisfied customers. With a 
proper vision, goals set and our story we desire to 

work even better and more successfully. For Slovenia 
as a country we wish a revival of its economy, and also 

some space for small companies to develop better than 
they have until now – this refers only to the individuals 

who are leading this country. in addition to this we would 
like Slovenians to be satisfied in the New Year, enjoy 

small things that would make their everyday life more 
colourful, to be friendly and make each other happy. 

Since only these good people represent Slovenia 
as a country – if individuals were more open 

and optimistic, Slovenia would be on a 
better path in the coming year. 

Ana Roš, 
Franko House

Evgen Ban, 
Moderator

Dušan Olaj, 
Managing Director of Duol

Alenka Lamovšek, 
Ethnologist and Cultural Anthropologist  

Marko Lotrič, 
Managing Director of Lotrič Metrology

    When 
you think of 

measurements, you 
think of LoTrič Metrology. 

We measure, you grow. i 
wish for all of us two things 

– a winning mentality 
and cooperation.

   i wish i could 
find a balance between 

my personal life and my career. 
Living with a constant feeling 

of guilt towards one or the other is 
sometimes exhausting. Slovenia should 

seriously do something about its 
distinctness in the world. Particularly in 

tourism, we remain a rather unknown 
country. as a result, it makes any 

attempt to penetrate the 
market much harder. 

       over the next 
year i would like to have as 

many performances and successes as 
possible in Slovenia. i know northern italy, 

particularly Trieste, well. on the other hand, i 
don’t know Slovenia sufficiently enough for my 

taste. i am proud of being Slovenian and i feel great 
appreciation for my ethnic country, so i hope that 

Slovenia will get to appreciate my work as well. 
 i wish Slovenia a lot of success at international 

events, such as EXPo. The olympic Games in rio 
are quickly approaching and i wish Slovenia 

success on sports tracks and in sports 
halls, while at the same time i hope it 

continues to increase its global 
recognition.

  Big desires 
quickly lead to 

disappointment when 
they are not fulfilled. So may 
the new year be like this year, 
and i will be happy.  My wish 
is that Slovenia as a country 
actually grows up. May next 

year be a year of wise 
decisions.

   To keep 
going on the 

right path. That they 
would know that there is 

enough of everything and 
that everything is just 

right.



We wish you a wonderful New Year 
filled with prosperity, joy, and treasured moments. 

May the year 2016 be your best year ever. 


